The chips that Intel and Broadcom announced recently are 25-tera-byte-per-second chips, so that’s 25,000 gigabytes/second, or 25 million megabytes/second,” he said. “That’s how much data each of them processes. It lets your networks just keep getting faster and more complex, so they can handle more data.

“Where that really matters is for things that involve AI and machine learning (ML). They take huge amounts of computing capacity,” he said. “And for data centers to be able to handle that, they need this much higher capacity,” which is partly due to the fact that capacity of an optical fiber is 1,000 times that of an electrical wire, and that the signal loss in fiber optics is “about 1,000 times lower than electrical wires.”

To get to the point of building terabyte chips alongside industry partners like Intel and Broadcom, AIM Photonics has played a leading role in three dramatic shifts in the making of microchips.

First, researchers at U.C. Santa Barbara (UCSB), an AIM Photonics member, working with Intel made history when they “developed the technology to integrate lasers onto photonic integrated circuits (PICs),” Bowers said. UCSB then teamed up with Intel to integrate lasers onto PICs. “Intel is now making photonic integrated circuits.”

Second, the institute is challenging the norm of making PICs using materials like indium phosphide or gallium arsenide or gallium nitride. “They’re so-called III-V materials, meaning column three, column five of the periodic table. And those materials are very efficient light emitters,” he said.

“The photonic integrated circuit industry has been entirely based on indium phosphide and these III-V materials” but researchers at AIM Photonics are leading the switch to silicon, he added.

The United States is winning a global battle for domination in integrated photonics, thanks in part to a Manufacturing USA innovation institute that the Obama administration stood up in 2014. And manufacturers embracing artificial intelligence and machine learning will benefit greatly. That is according to John Bowers, acting CEO of the Manufacturing USA innovation institute called AIM Photonics.

AIM Photonics will give already exploding AI/ML shot in the arm
To be sure, there are “big efforts” to do the same—which means making photonic integrated circuits in a fully automated CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) foundry—in Asia and Europe, including at AI specialist IMEC, Bowers said. “It’s a global race. And I would say Intel is leading the commercial end of it, and AIM is leading the research end of it.”

One of AIM’s central goals is “to make photonic integrated circuits the same way electronic-integrated circuits are made,” he said.

On this front, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co is nibbling at Intel’s heels. It is exactly the sort of situation U.S. President Joe Biden spoke to in 2014 as he announced the formation of AIM Photonics. Then-Vice President Biden noted that the U.S. used to lead in photonics and telecommunications—but that after 2000 there was a big collapse and much of the manufacturing for photonics got sent to Asia because it was very labor-intensive. Bowers recalled: “The decision was made to have an institute in integrated photonic circuits” in order to leapfrog similar efforts around the world.

“We now have a photonic design capability that is No. 1 in the world,” he asserted. “The whole effort has been transformative.”

Intel is now making photonic integrated circuits. “I would say, in terms of doing this on silicon, they’re the world leader,” Bowers said. Other than Intel, “no one really integrates all the photonic elements on silicon, including the laser,” he added. “The laser is typically off chip because integrating it is a difficult problem to solve.

AIM Photonics has what he called “a major new research effort” to integrate all the photonic elements on silicon. It is a collaboration between UCSB, a company called Analog Photonics and SUNY (State University of New York), which hosts the institute. The PICs are made in a CMOS-foundry-like R&D center called Albany Nanotech, and after the chip wafers are diced up, the chips are packaged in Rochester. Analog Photonics leads the photonic design kit (PDK). UCSB’s Institute for Energy Efficiency is the West Coast headquarters of AIM Photonics.

The third dramatic microchip-making shift in which AIM Photonics has figured prominently is in 3D-bonding optics with electronics. “That means that the input and the output on electronic chips can now be optical—which increases the speed and capacity of data transfer and reduces the power required to do so, Bowers said.

“Before long, your processor in your computer will be communicating with other chips in your computer optically,” he added. “That is a huge revolution. What that really drives is silicon photonics. Because now you need to be doing everything on silicon since the chips all need to have the same expansion coefficient.”
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Speedy lab test for all strains of COVID nearing its debut

A n academic group associated with AIM Photonics focused on developing new sensing applications is set to begin integrating its COVID on a Chip assay with a commercial clinical analyzer “so that we can then take the next step to actually deploying the assay” into labs, said Benjamin Miller, a University of Rochester Medical Center professor of dermatology, biochemistry and biophysics, biomedical engineering and materials science.

“We’ve demonstrated that our assay works: We’ve shown we can detect antibodies to COVID-19 in a blood sample—in about a minute,” he said.

“We’ve expanded that to looking at responses people are having to COVID-19 vaccines. We’re now focused on testing reproducibility and scaling manufacturing,” working with Ortho Clinical Diagnostics “to look at getting the data that would be required for making this a broadly deployable test.

“We’re also looking at all of the mutant SARS-CoV-2 strains—so we can put them all on a single chip and be able to see whether somebody has immunity to … the different mutants that are coming along.”

That multiplex version of the group’s COVID on a Chip invention is a distinct advantage over single-version antibody tests for COVID-19.

“Pretty much all of the antibody tests for COVID-19 introduced over the past year are only looking at one thing: ‘Is that antibody there or not?’ And often they don’t provide quantitative information: ‘How much antibody is there?’”, Miller said.

“The tests that are out there can’t probe all of the mutant SARS-CoV-2 strains at once.”

To develop COVID on a chip, University of Rochester Medical Center leveraged the work that it had done with AIM Photonics “using silicon nitride resonator chips, but in a very small form factor that’s disposable and incorporates sample preparation into this disposable component,” he said.

Importantly, the investigators have validated both chemical and biological sensing in the AIM platform.

“When COVID hit, it become clear to us right away that we had technology that we could apply in useful ways to the pandemic,” Miller said.

The fact that AIM Photonics has an R&D center similar to a CMOS foundry, where people like Miller can make a photonic integrated circuit the same way electronic integrated circuits are made, was key.

Benjamin Miller holds a 300mm wafer made up of over 17,000 rice-sized photonic sensors for COVID-19 antibodies.

“The sensor itself has to be made somehow, and the availability of a facility like this makes that something that can scale to a manufacturing level,” he said.

Miller’s academic group has worked on optical sensors for longer than two decades.

“We would typically come up with a sensor design and someone from my lab would spend a week doing E-beam lithography, and we’d get two or three chips that we could test,” Miller recalled.

With the R&D center, “we can either put a design onto the multi-project wafer format, or we can do a custom run. In the custom run format, from a single run, I get back more examples of that sensor than I would have made in a decade worth of academic research.”

“It’s the difference between putting something together like a single craftsman working in a garage versus having access to this state-of-the-art facility,” he added.

“The industrial collaborators we have want to know not only if we can do it once but if we can do it hundreds or hundreds of thousands of times in terms of running this test. And then, once we’ve shown it’s reproducible, the collaborators want to know if we can that process and scale it to a million or a billion examples. And the only way that’s going to happen is through this accessible, CMOS-foundry-like R&D process.”

Engineers use an X-ray fluorescence tool to analyze wafers in AIM’s test, assembly and packaging (TAP) facility in Rochester, N.Y.
The imminent switch to photonic communications will mean products as ubiquitous as the personal computer will change dramatically.

“"The optical connection is going to go all the way to the processor in your computer,” Bowers said. “Today, you connect up to this electrical Ethernet cable or wi-fi connection. But in the future, inside your computer, it’s going to be optical. And that’s as big a revolution as the whole Internet was: Internet and fiber optics together. That would have never happened unless we had high-capacity connections.”

When the chip is co-packaged, “the data going in and out of that chip” will no longer be electrical, he said. “Today, every processor chip, memory chip, switching chip, FPGA chip you buy, all have electronic I/O, input and output, and that is going to change.”

Funding comes from all corners

Of course, all of these accomplishments involve spending big.

The institute got started with $110 million from the federal government, along with $250 million from New York State. “And then California matched, and Massachusetts matched, and lots of companies signed up for multi-million dollar involvement—Cisco, IBM and a bunch of other companies,” Bowers said.

DARPA’s LUMOS program—whose goal is to integrate lasers with photonic integrated circuits—brought in $19 million. And an Air Force Research Laboratory program—with the goal of laser integration on silicon—is adding more than $10 million to AIM’s effort.

“What we’re moving to what we call ‘AIM 2.0.’ The original federal funding is running out. But there is still a substantial amount of New York State funding,” and the institute is still signing up companies and universities and institutions for support, Bowers said.

“It is a self-sustaining model,” he said, but AIM Photonics 2.0 is also “looking for additional federal money” some of which is likely to come this year.

To become self-sustaining, AIM needs “to keep getting new research grants, keep looking for funding and then have enough industrial companies signed up to run wafers through our facilities,” Bowers said. “If we have enough flow of wafers, that will pay for itself and be completely sustainable. That’s the goal.”

Impact to be felt first in automotive, medical

Two manufacturing market segments bound to be profoundly impacted by AIM’s work are automotive and medical, which are becoming more dependent on AI and machine learning by the day.

Lidars (shorthand for light detection and ranging) and gyroscopes will benefit, Bowers said. “That’s for self-driving cars: the ability to see 300 meters ahead and accurately be able to figure out if something is a tumble weed or a child. That’s a big application of optics, and something that’s really well suited for silicon photonics.”

Sensors used in, for example, COVID-19 detection are also on AIM’s radar in a big way.

“One of the big wins for AIM is the research on COVID detection that’s been going on in Ben Miller’s group at the University of Rochester” he said.

Nathaniel Cady, executive director at the SUNY Applied Materials Research Institute, said the optical implementation of AI could and should greatly reduce microchip power requirements.

That means data will move much faster.

“The automotive applications are already here, and medical applications are very near term—as in within the year,” he said.

Then, within five to 10 years, manufacturers of all stripes that employ edge-based computing—“anything that’s deployed that’s not in a server room”—will benefit, Cady said.

Photonic integrated circuits made on silicon will mean high volume and extremely low cost for manufacturers.

“In Intel’s case, in just a year or two, they brought silicon PIC-based transceivers up from zero to millions of transceivers per year, which is a billion-dollar market for them,” Bowers said. “And once we get to co-packaged optics, the volume of silicon PICs becomes even larger. Switching chips, processors, memory chips will all have silicon PICs.”